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On 23rd of June 2016, a « Brexit Tea Party »? 

• Referendum on EU exit in UK on 23rd of June 2016 

• Like the “Boston Tea Party”, there are some anodyne decisions in British history 
which had chain reactions…  

• Cameron wanted to keep control on his party by launching this referendum 

• It could be a Piraeus victory… for some parties in case of exit…  

• UK could lose more forces than other EU states, although every one and EU itself 
would be impacted 

• Article 50 of EU treaty could be for once applied… we all European hope it will not 

 

 

“…The collateral damages to EU as a whole are difficult to assess although 
there are obvious. The level of risks is high not only for UK.  

Their decision could unfortunately have impacts on the rest of EU countries. 
Furthermore, instability is the last thing we need now at EU level”...    
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Are Corporate Treasurers prepared to a BREXIT? 

In general, we can ANSWER: « NO! ». We aren’t prepared to a possible BREXIT 
 
How would it impact EU treasurers? 
• It should have some impacts, depending on each one situation and 

relationships with UK  
• However, the impacts would be in general limited 
• Impacts should be reasonably limited according to corporate treasurers  
• It is difficult at this stage to plan and to have a real effective strategy and 

fallback solution in case of Brexit 
• Banks do have BCP but Corp’s clearly don’t 
 

It seems according to different National Treasury Associations across 
Europe, that EU Corporate Treasurers are largely opposed to a Brexit 
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Would it impact the future of EU? 

• We don’t think so  

• Conversely, it could reinforce the other EU countries which 
are convinced of the benefits of being “in”  

• But there is a minor risk of EU blowing up  

• Dismantlement? NOT realistic  

• Corp’s questioned including in UK are against BREXIT 

• Financial professionals and bankers seemed opposed too! 
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Is this not just another financial crisis? 

• In certain respects it is.  Financial markets are experiencing significant 
volatility and there is an ongoing flight to quality   

• However there will be additional implications across the broader business 
and it could affect procurement, sales, finance, tax, regulatory and 
compliance   

• As we head towards June 23, these will take on increasing focus, and 
organizations need to engage with a wide range of internal stakeholders to 
determine priorities 

• The key is understanding which areas are most affected and then building 
in Early Warning Indicators and triggers to monitor impact  

• Building an impact assessment (for those potentially impacted) can help 
organizations to identify key areas of focus 
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Will Brexit mean less regulation? 
 

• A common argument in favor of leaving the EU is that Brussels red tape 
is strangling the potential of Britain's small businesses, which could 
affect employment and pensions 

• However, it could in fact lead to more regulation, not less 

• The Norwegian model could mean having to deal with more 
bureaucracy, as a result of being outside the EU but inside the European 
Free Trade Association (EFTA) 

• If the EU is viewed primarily as a UNION for facilitating trade across 
European borders, then ending that privileged trading relationship could 
well be damaging for British companies and could result paradoxically in 
more bureaucracy 
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Impacts for Corporate Treasurers? 

• The major impact could be the FX one. A Brexit would means GBP further down. It 
means more exposures to be hedged and more translational risks for affiliates 
within the Sterling zone. GBP/EUR already shacked down for a while since summer. 
Sensitivity analysis could be run to assess potential impact. However, tough to 
define potential impacts on FX and on IR. Sterling should be pushed further down  

• There is a risk of London being viewed as less attractive and banks exiting. It 
means a MNC’s could reconsider its location of a G T Center in London. But it could 
be an opportunity for other countries 

• Lots of banks could transfer their European HQ from UK (if it is located there) to 
the continent. Potentially we will work with other counterparties and in other 
countries even if it remains the same institution. It could take a while 

• Paradoxically, exiting EU wouldn’t mean less regulation (if we compare to 
Norway, where the red tape and regulations have increased. It could result in more 
bureaucracy or at least the same level of bureaucracy although this was criticized 
by the Brexit supporters)  
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What does Brexit mean for a Treasurer? 
 

• Boards have had to consider concerns over commodity prices, global growth, 
risks in emerging markets and the change in leadership in the US in 2017. The 
G20, in a recent communique, noted that “The world economy will suffer a 
"shock" if Britain leaves the European Union…”  

• Against this backdrop and with the date of the EU referendum now confirmed, 
Boards are asking how Brexit may affect their organization 

• We’ve already seen an increase in volatility with sterling declining by 7% 
against the euro in 2016, having appreciated by 5% in 2015, and forecasts 
predicting further weakness in sterling to potentially parity against the euro. 
Whatever the outcome of the various polls between now and June 23rd, one 
thing is certain - we will continue to see significant volatility in currency rates 

 

CHF could be the « Brexit » hedge: buy CHF to hedge that risk. It should rally 
strongly on « Brexit » but would not weaken if the UK chooses to remain in the 
EU  
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So what are Treasurers doing? 
 

• 1. Building up short term liquidity 
In times of stress, there is always a flight to quality and liquidity. Many Treasurers are 
back to increasing their short term cash holdings.  Identifying all cash balances and 
increasing the reporting of these accounts is becoming a key focus 

• 2. Managing working capital 
One of the tools of liquidity is working capital and cash forecasts can provide early 
warning of a deterioration in this. Many Treasurers are scrutinizing their forecasting 
process and accuracy to help them assess if the timing of payments and receipts may 
be worsening 

• 3. Reviewing stress tests 
Treasurers are already used to looking at their balance sheet and applying a range of 
stresses. However the current volatility in exchange rates, combined with the decline in 
equity markets present scenarios that some Treasurers have not previously modelled 
and we are seeing a number of them reviewing their assumptions 

• 4. Revisiting counterparty risk 
The impact on sectors and companies will vary and rating agencies are likely to reassess 
credit risk. Treasurers are re-assessing revisiting their counterparty policies, risk 
appetite and limits, and checking that they are able to update their models quickly 
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Risk of increased FX Volatility of GBP 

• Target of some banks 0,90 GBP/EUR (versus current level of circa 0,79) 

• Since last summer, £ has been significantly devalued ((from 0,73) 

• GBP has already lost part of its value mainly explained by the risks of 
Brexit and uncertainties 

• Ditto with USD, where we could also reach a 1,30 GBP/USD 

• The £/$ could test the extremes at [1,15-1,20]. It should not be excluded 
at all 

• Currency crisis is also possible which means a devaluation towards north 
of 25% 

• There is a risk of material impact on £ at least on the near term  

 

« In case of Brexit, the major problem for OPEL would come from the 
Sterling devaluation » (Karl-Thomas Neumann CEO of OPEL) 
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EUR/GBP recent evolution 
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Long Term Strategies to be adapted accordingly 
 

• In case of exit, the FX impact would be long term and would push to revisit strategies in 
the long run for FX exposures 

• It is more than a temporary issue 
• In terms of funding, the cost of funding could increase if interest rates jump up too to 

maintain GBP attractive 
• A cheaper £ could be tempting for setting up business although admin for EU citizens 

could become more difficult 
• Low corporate tax rates could be an incentive to move to UK  
• The type of trade agreement between EU and UK (e.g. Norwegian or Swiss style) will 

influence how UK becomes attractive 
• WorkCap impacted depending on trade rules: maybe longer terms, duties, custom 

duties, admin burden, taxes, etc…. 
• Counterparty risk to be revisited as the impact on sectors and companies will vary and 

rating agencies are likely to reassess credit risk 
• Treasurers are re-assessing and revisiting their counterparty policies, risk appetite and 

limits, and checking that they are able to update their models quickly 
 
The G20, in a recent communique, noted that “The world economy will suffer a "shock" if 
Britain leaves the European Union…”  
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Risk of relocation of some businesses? 

• The threat of relocation is more important for banks than for Corp’s in our 
opinion. However it is a real risk 

• HQ of large banks could be transferred to Continental Europe 

• Corp’s relocation will depend on other parameters 

• Presence in EU zone could be an asset even if corporate tax level in UK is very 
attractive…  

• It seems too early to predict reactions, although some companies will 
contemplate alternatives and could consider moving away 
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Final comments 

• Brexit will have implications for the whole Europe even if British could be eventually 
more penalized in our view 

• For Europe it could be the damage from a rolling stone… 

• Initial hit estimate for EURO zone GDP could be a cumulative 

       0,3% by end of 2017 (according to economists) 

• Risk of further fragmentation  greater damages longer lasting 

• Leaving EU would cost British households GBP 4,300/year (source FT) 

• Brexit will definitely hurt the UK economy… but the rest of Europe will not be 
unharmed 

• A Pyrrhic victory? No doubt… 

• Let’s see on 23rd of June but lots of Corporates hope Brits  

       will refuse leaving EU 
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« Should I stay or should I go » (The Clash) 
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